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Abstract

¨Results of X-ray, neutron diffraction, magnetization and Mossbauer measurements with circularly polarised beam on polycrystalline
samples of the ternary intermetallic alloys UFe Al with x in the range (20.4, 0.4) are presented. The alloys crystallise in the42x 81x

structure of ThMn type, belonging to the space group I4/mmm (no. 139). X-ray and neutron diffraction confirmed the phase12

¨homogeneity of all samples but that one with 42x54.4. Monochromatic Circularly Polarised Mossbauer Source (MCPMS) measurements
reveal spin-canted magnetic structures in randomly oriented powders exposed to a field of 1 T at T512 K. Magnetization measurements
in an external field of 0.01 T allowed disclosing ferromagnetic-like behaviour vs. temperature and quite dissimilar magnetization and
hysteresis curves against the fields in the alloys of interest.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction neutron diffraction in the zero magnetic field, in which it
was assumed that the uranium magnetic moments are

The magnetism of UFe Al intermetallic com- frustrated while the iron ones are antiferromagnetically42x 81x

pounds is raising a lot of interest [1,2] because of rather oriented perpendicularly to [001] direction [4]. A small
unusual properties of these alloys. In light of the cited ferromagnetic component found along, say, [100] direction
papers we find it interesting to report our results of the in the field of 4.6 T [3] indicates that the atomic iron
X-ray, unpolarized neutron diffraction as well as mag- moments are inclined by 258 with respect to [010]. The

¨netization and Mossbauer investigations of the magnetic authors estimated this angle in zero field to be 168,
properties of UFe Al alloys with iron concentration resulting in ferromagnetic component of the iron magnetic42x 81x

ranging from 3.6 to 4.4. The crystal structure of these moment close to 0.3 m . This model was shown to workB

samples is well known: they crystallise in the body-centred well also for our earlier powder data [5]. Recently, the
tetragonal ThMn type structure (space group I4/mmm). magnetic phase diagram, based on the ac-susceptibility,12

57 ¨The thorium site 2a-(0,0,0) is fully occupied by uranium magnetisation and Fe Mossbauer-effect measurements of
atom at the origin and center of the unit cell. The single crystals UFe Al , with y ranging from 3.8 to 5.8,y 122y

manganese sites 8i-(x ,0,0) are occupied by aluminium was proposed [2]. In a range of y a little above y 5 4, two1

atoms only and 8f-(1 /4,1 /4,1 /4) as well as 8j-(x 1/2,0) transition temperatures were discovered. This was already2,

are occupied by iron and aluminium according to the noticed for unannealed UFe Al [6] contrary to only one4 8

sample chemical composition. Weak ferromagnetism dis- reported in Refs. [1–3].
covered in the single crystal sample of UFe Al [3]4 8

disproved a simple magnetic model, deduced from powder
2. Sample characterisation
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next crushed into powders and underwent prolonged
annealing at 8008C for 2 weeks. X-ray RT measurements
were carried out on HZG-4C diffractometer. The standard
wavelength used was l570.926 pm. The neutron diffrac-
tion experiments on the UFe Al have been performed3.6 8.4

at HMI, BENSC (Germany). In order to determine the
magnetic structure, the diffractometer E2 (l5240.56 pm)
was used. The measurements were carried out in the
temperature range of 1.5–140 K. The neutron studies of
UFe Al and UFe Al samples have been carried out at4 8 4.4 7.6

LLB (France). The crystal structures were measured above
the phase transition temperatures on 3T2 diffractometer
(l5122.72 pm). The neutron measurements, which have
been performed on G4.1 diffractometer (l5242.49 pm) in
the temperature of 1.5–230 K, allowed to determine the
magnetic structures of the alloys of our interest. The Fig. 1. Magnetization and hysteresis curves measured on UFe Al42x 81x

diffraction spectra were analysed by means of the Rietveld samples at 10 K.

refinement method with the aid of the computer program
Fullprof [7]. The magnetization measurements were car-
ried out using vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) for other samples. However, the saturation field is a little
under magnetic fields up to 1.2 T in the temperature range above 1 T. For the remaining samples, it is below 1 T and
10–300 K, both with zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and field- the coercive field is about 0.2 T only, diminishing on both

57cooling (FC) scenarios. The Fe Monochromatic Circular- sides of x50.
¨ly Polarised Mossbauer Source (MCPMS) measurements The magnetization measurements indicate that the actual

57 phase diagram is more complicated than that one reportedwere curried with commercial Co source in Cr matrix
in Ref. [2]. Fig. 2 illustrates ZFC and FC magnetization ofwith an initial activity of 50 mCi. The details of the
UFe Al and UFe Al powder samples in magnetictechnique can be found in Ref. [8]. During these measure- 4 8 4.4 7.6

field B50.01 T. Both presented compositions exhibitingments the polycrystalline samples were cooled in the field
two magnetic transitions, at |153 K, |35 K for UFe Alof 1 T. 4 8

and |209 K, |143 K for UFe Al . The presence of two4.4 7.6

transition temperatures turned out to be independent on the
annealing treatment and magnetic history. In contrast, in

3. Results and conclusions the case of UFe Al and UFe Al one transition3.6 8.4 3.8 8.2

temperature only was recorded at |171 and |157 K,
The X-ray powder diagrams show that UFe Al respectively. The results of MCPMS indicate certain42x 81x

compounds with the x$0 are all single phase, while that magnetic domain distribution in all samples under study.
one with the x520.4 contains an extra phase of b-FeAl From the analysis of MCPMS spectra one can infer
type. Its quantity cannot be unambiguously determined individual canting angles (a) at iron sites. The values
because of the small intensity of peaks belonging to this
phase. Substitution of Fe atoms by larger Al atoms results
in an expansion of the a 5 b lattice parameter while c
remains intact. All recent experiments on powder
[4,5,9,10] as well as single crystal samples of UFe Al4 8

[1–3] indicate that the uranium and iron moments are
oriented in the easy ab-plane with iron moments oriented
almost antiparallel to each other and their ferromagnetic
component parallel to the uranium moment. Our mag-
netisation and MCPMS results, to be discussed below,
show certain disagreement with the results presented
recently by Waerenborgh et al. (see Ref. [1]). In accord-
ance with these authors, the magnetic saturation in ab-
plane is achieved in the magnetic field exceeding 2 T, the
value only a little larger than the coercive field. Fig. 1
illustrates magnetization and hysteresis curves obtained for
our powder alloys at 10 K. In the case of UFe Al the Fig. 2. Magnetization against temperature measured in an applied field of4 8

shape of the magnetization curve is more complicated than 0.01 T.
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obtained vary from |9 to |62 degrees with the lowest MCPMS results. According to neutron measurements,
value for the UFe Al sample. In particular, the iron- ordering on the uranium site disappears above 130 K. In3.8 8.2

canting angle found for UFe Al is close to 30 degrees, the light of MCPMS data we think that the low temperature4 8

value higher than that given in [3]. The conclusion on transitions in both, UFe Al and UFe Al samples are4.4 7.6 4 8

canted spin structure is not so obvious if one relies on the due rather to the uranium sublattice disordering.
powder neutron diffraction data only. As was mentioned in
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